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DropSecure has won two awards from FinancesOnline
'Rising Star 2021' award and 'Great User Experience 2021' 
award. 

Press Release

FinancesOnline, a leading B2B software review platform, has awarded DropSecure 

with two relevant recognitions in the File Sharing Solution segment.

FinancesOnline, a leading business software review platform for the global B2B technology market, has recently 

awarded DropSecure with not one - but two recognitions in the File Sharing Software Segment. DropSecure was chosen 

as the 'Rising Star 2021' award and the 'Great User Experience 2021' award (UX). 

FinancesOnline lauded the DropSecure platform for helping enterprises and small businesses perform file sharing 

securely and easily through DropSecure's unique military grade encryption solution. The review highlights the ease with 

which files can be shared and stored securely with encrypted uploads, decrypted downloads, two-factor 

authentication, cryptographic keys and zero knowledge transfers. The review features DropSecure as one of the top 50 

File Sharing Software products.

For us at DropSecure, these awards reflect the success of DropSecure as an ultra-secure file 

sharing solution, proving that the platform design, its security features and ease of use have 

impressed not only our customers but many market experts and software critics equally.

We are excited and proud to see that we are growing leaps and bounds – thanks to the trust of 

thousands of customers and many positive reviews.

 – Mr. Amish Gandhi, CEO | Founder, DropSecure Inc.

“

September 14, 2021 San Jose, California. 
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About Financesonline Awards

FinancesOnline said, “Our panel of B2B experts have evaluated DropSecure with a total score 

of 8.0/10 after a period of detailed tests. Actual clients of DropSecure have an average 

satisfaction rating with the product at 93% which reflects their attitude towards this solution.”

Rising Star 2021

Finances Online gives this award to new SaaS products/solution providers that have 

recently entered the market but are already becoming increasingly popular in their 

respective segments of the market and are currently getting very good traction with 

the customers, being perceived as a solution that's very efficient and excelling at 

solving the myriad of problems that users are faced with worldwide.

This is the concrete proof of the quality of the product and the efforts put in 

delivering a truly user-friendly product.

Great User Experience 2021

This award is granted to products that offer outstanding usability with especially 

high user experience ratings. Finances Online tech teams and UX experts evaluate 

how easy and intuitive it is to start using the product, the quality of its UI design and 

its features.

“The Great User Experience Award” is another testimony to our customer focus and 

high-quality software design that we have delivered over a period of time. 

FinancesOnline has rated DropSecure very high on the User Satisfaction which is in 

tune with our product philosophy.

We invite you to check out our award-winning features, praised by FinancesOnline and experience our Free Trial or Book 

a Demo:

Ÿ DropSecure Free Trial 

Ÿ DropSecure Book a Demo 

“

https://share.dropsecure.com/sign-up
https://dropsecure.com/request-a-demo
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About FinancesOnline

FinancesOnline is the fastest growing independent software review platform with the mission to help business owners 

find the best software to fit their needs, and to provide vendors with an effective way to find potential clients. Each 

FinancesOnline.com review is prepared by a team of experts who do their best to create a comprehensive and 

unbiased overview of the software discussed. In addition to every FinancesOnline review, the journalists publish 

extensive guides, market analysis and software comparisons to give the readers an insight into the SaaS and iPaaS 

market.

www.financesonline.com

About DropSecure

DropSecure is a cloud-based file transfer solution that utilizes military-grade encryption to ensure the privacy and 

safety of data being shared and stored. The platform is equipped with all the necessary tools to securely share files 

within and outside your organization. Keys for unlocking data are completely safe from unauthorized access because 

they are never shared with anyone, not even to DropSecure staff unless the sender explicitly chose to.

www.dropsecure.com
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Call: +1 (408) 620-6972
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